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It is taught in classrooms across the globe and has been translated into more than twenty-seven languages. Presenting original research from an international field of scholars, Seamus Heaney in ...
Seamus Heaney in Context
Monterey High School students including Lee received their International Baccalaureate scores, all of which came back as not just passing but excelling grades, allowing the students ...
Monterey High School students excel in International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme
Salleh Ben Joned would have turned 80 on 5 July 2021. This piece was written by his sister Alima Joned, who was profoundly inspired by her brother’s fearless and unrelenting (but level-headed) pushing ...
Salleh Ben Joned showed us how to test the parameters
The yearly gathering of young people across the globe, under the auspices of the Wole Soyinka International Cultural Exchange (WSICE) ...
WS at 87… That Our Future May Not Disappear
In this episode of College Admissions Insider, we discuss how higher-ed institutions look closely at your transcript to see just how difficult your classes were — something called academic rigor.
Episode 20: Academic Rigor: Which High School Classes Should I Choose?
These often come from a self-perpetuating narrative we’ve spun about ourselves, in the context of a society that ... such discussions with personal essays on Lunn’s experiences, to address ...
Conversations on Love by Natasha Lunn review: Full of tiny eureka moments
The target audience may be defined by age, sex, marital status, educational level, occupation, income, religion, race, ethnicity, language, geographic location ... or social services professional? The ...
Clear & Simple
Eleven leading Cassirer scholars address all of the key aspects of Cassirer's multi-faceted thought and situate them in the wider context of his philosophy of culture. Their essays demonstrate ... the ...
Interpreting Cassirer
Last week, educators shared their recommendations when it came to teaching writing ... such as language functions, content, or to acquire background knowledge. Once the text has been selected ...
With Larry Ferlazzo
Or outside the context of ... of the programming language itself. Even the cleanest code ever written couldn’t explain by itself what you were actually thinking when writing it.
“Good Code Documents Itself” And Other Hilarious Jokes You Shouldn’t Tell Yourself
At its broadest, the concept of readability includes not just the written text itself but also aspects such as the layout, visual elements and context. For example ... drugs and consumer products, ...
Readability and the Bank of Canada
However, they surprised me by joining a burgeoning field of scientific and medical writing, clinical trials ... importance of their work in a social context. I have a fond remembrance of taking ...
Mentoring students in Indian scenario
Over 100 outsourced Spanish-language moderators and customer service ... English speakers and includes the disclaimer: “In the context of this role, individuals may be exposed to potentially ...
WhatsApp Spanish-Language Moderators Allege Pay Discrimination
Essays are a vital part of your application and we recommend ... someone else who knows you well in a work context, for example a former employer or long-standing client. After you input your referees ...
How to apply
Selected to be Benzion’s guide to campus ... These questions have really come back to us in a strange American context. I wanted to look at these roots of these ethnic politics and racial ...
Joshua Cohen’s ‘The Netanyahus’ analyzes the famous family
According to the rotation of the Earth, tilt of the poles and placement of the sun, the first week of summer has ended, which means one thing: I need to ...
I must read 38 books before Labor Day and I’m already behind. Here’s my list: Mostly shorter must-reads for summer 2021
Selected to be Benzion’s guide to campus ... These questions have really come back to us in a strange American context. I wanted to look at these roots of these ethnic politics and racial ...
Joshua Cohen’s ‘The Netanyahus’ analyzes the famous family through the story of one night
This year’s Bates Fulbrights were selected from 36 semifinalists — applicants who ... graphic designer, and student of German language and history — to create a graphic biography of Bauhaus artist ...
Bates announces Fulbright Student awards for 2021–22
Selected to be Benzion’s guide to campus ... These questions have really come back to us in a strange American context. I wanted to look at these roots of these ethnic politics and racial ...
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